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Pope Benedict XVI has resigned as Pope, just like the authors predicted he would do inÃ‚Â their

2012 best-seller Petrus Romanus: The Final Pope Is Here. Since then Tom Horn and Cris

PutnamÃ‚Â have beenÃ‚Â inundated with invitations from around the world to be interviewed on

radio, television, and in print media. These included segments in The History Channel's "Countdown

to Apocalypse," a special feature on Canada's largest Christian channel VisionTV titled "I Prophesy:

The Apocalypse Series," invitations to Rome to discuss with Italian media their findings on

RenÃƒÂ© Thibaut (a Belgian Jesuit whose meticulous analysis of the Prophecy of the Popes

predicted the arrival of Petrus Romanus in this era), and dozens more.Ã‚Â  But during a show on

Omega Man Radio the author's disclosed an "extraterrestrial" connection between Petrus Romanus,

the Vatican, and the Mount Graham Observatory, which rocketed that program into the #1 position

in the world, illustrating to the authors that modern civilization is more than casually interested not

only in the final pope, but in the connection between Rome and their secret work on extraterrestrial

intelligence, astrobiology, and the intriguing preparations they are making for the arrival of an alien

'savior.'Ã‚Â  Thus, the new investigation began and quickly resulted in findings far more disturbing

than the authors expected to find. NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME, "EXO-VATICANA" REVEALS...  

Unveiled! The Vatican's secret plan for the arrival of an alien god  Disclosed! Secret files in the

Vatican library on the reality of the alien presence  Found! The private document detailing the

Vatican's position on the extraterrestrials  Revealed! Project LUCIFER and the hidden quest for

"Fallen Star"  2013! The year top astronomers say the alien world and its inhabitants will be divulged

 The Collins Elite, Occultism, and the covert breeding and hybridization program  The incredible

family secret that Tom Horn has kept concealed for decades!  What top Government and Vatican

Officials told the authors about the reality of UFOs, ETIs  The Vatican's Top Astronomer agrees to

and is interviewed by Horn & Putnam  Nick Pope, Bruce Maccabee, Stanton Friedman, Jesse

Marcel Jr. and others weigh in  Back to Cydonia! The truth behind the face on Mars and artificial

structures on other worlds  In Exo-Vaticana: Petrus Romanus, PROJECT LUCIFER, and the

Vatican's astonishing exo-theological plan for the arrival of an alien savior, internationally acclaimed

investigative authors Thomas Horn and Cris Putnam break the greatest story of our time and

expose the elitists and intellectuals who are planning to assimilate mankind under a coming 'savior,'

one whom the prophet Daniel foresaw as "an alien god."
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In Exo-Vaticana, internationally acclaimed authors Thomas Horn and Cris Putnam share their

newestÃ‚Â investigative research into what you can expect to unfold in the coming days, and, more

importantly, what you can do to be prepared for the arrival of an alien savior and the kingdom of

Antichrist.

I would recommend this book to anyone who is struggling with their spiritual faith versus their

desires for the mental evolution of modern man.Bible scripture is written in such a cryptic way that

many people find it difficult to interpret and understand. In addition; we have evolved to a state

where we no longer feel the need to have an omnipotent God. We have become convinced that

evolution is completely under our control while forgetting our created roots which originated from

God. The one question that everyone needs to ask about Aliens is this: If they are another example

of God's glorious creative powers; then why do they need to forcibly collect our DNA to procreate?

All of God's created species on Earth can procreate within their own species. Why can't the

Aliens?Read this book and pray for truth.

I purchased this as a gift for my mom, and I then borrowed it to read myself. Exo-Vaticana covers a

broad range of topics, but mainly focuses on the theory of aliens, or something posing as aliens,

being part of the end-time deception mentioned in prophecy in the Bible. Originally hearing the

synopsis of the book, it seemed like something far-fetched at best, but after reading and having a

better understanding of where authors Tom Horn and Cris Putnam are coming from, and the

evidence they set forth, they lay the groundwork for a plausible explanation.It's not the easiest of



reads, especially when they begin talking on subjects like quantum physics and the like, however, I

personally enjoyed reading something that was rather difficult and outside of my normal comfort

zone to be challenged.

An eye opener for the ages to see much of what is going on behind the scenes. Many people are

not aware of the things taking place in this world and may not be asking the right questions as it is,

but this book is riveting in its analysis. Ignorance is not bliss, so pick it up and see for yourself.

Every so-called Christian living in this so-called Christian nation should have this book right next to

their bible and reference books. You won't get this truth in a 501c3 church.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“My

people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject

thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also

forget thy children.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• Hosea 4:6 King James VersionExo-Vaticana : Petrus Romanus,

Project L.U.C.I.F.E.R. And the Vatican's Astonishing Plan for the Arrival of an Alien Savior

Bits of information that have managed to trickle through time and space. These authors have

collected, organized, collated these bits and pieces and crafted a novel for each reader to make

their own determination on.

Great book. I am starting to get my lukewarm friends these books. Even if they don't want to read

them, they will want to know what is happening soon and open the book.And I heard another voice

from heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye

receive not of her plagues. Revelation 18:4

This book provides solid scholarly work from various theological, scientific, and religious disciplines,

always trying to be fair and even handed with opinions and points of view. So, if you're not up to

speed on the types of topics describe in the book's contents, this book does a good job in helping

you to get your arms around them.This book provides a strong apologetic for traditional Christian,

biblical thought and contrasts this thought with trends happening within the Catholic Church and the

theologies that it believes it is embracing. Now the goal of this book is to make the case that the ET,

UFO, and abduction phenomenon have demonic origins and substance - with the intent of achieving

the advent of the Antichrist's reign. All the content of this book is to provide the evidence for

reaching this conclusion. Does it succeed? Well, maybe.In order to make the bridge of how this



phenomenon could take place they use biblical evidence, which is not, what is called scientifically

based. That in itself is not bad, considering that what they are suggesting is the bridge between the

spiritual and physical realms. There conclusion is that the mechanism would be the human physical

body, genetically changed in order for the Antichrist to come through to the physical. And there their

case rests.My criticism is that I would have liked to have seen arguments that included DMT the

spirit molecule, quantum mechanics dealing with experiments and the observer, and last but not

least "Currency" or money and its effect on reality.Since this book makes a major effort to give

complete and thorough arguments for the evidence supporting the views of the various experts, I

find that it falls short, and does not provide other evidence giving more or less weight to its final

conclusion.I do recommend this book.
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